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Bungee Jump 2- Maximum Force at Different Lengths 

Summary: We designed an experiment to test how many g’s a certain mass is subjected to at different 

bungee cord lengths. That is of interest because the maximum acceleration that the egg can have while 

falling is 3g’s. We expected the force to be higher for shorter lengths since the k is higher for shorter 

lengths as we learned from our previous experiment. The basis for our experiment was newton’s second 

law where force = mass × acceleration and the force we are measuring is the downward force on the 

force sensor. To do so, we set up a force sensor and attached the bungee cord which had varying 

lengths to it along with a mass of 170g (max egg mass). We dropped it and the sensor measured the 

maximum force that it experienced. From there, we can see how the force relates to length at that mass 

and if it ever has an acceleration of more than 3g’s.  

Our results did not fit our expectations. The average force out of all the lengths was 3.94N and the 

standard deviation for it was 0.08N. With our graphed data, we could see how the force, F, and the 

length, l, are related in the equation: 𝐹 = 0.57𝑙 + 3.8. We had a percent uncertainty of 31. With the 

maximum weight multiplied by 3, all the forces fall under the 3mg limit that the egg can go through (F 

must be equal to or less than mass multiplied by 3g (acceleration)). The equation shows that as the 

length increases, the force slightly increases too because of the positive slope. Our results are 

acceptable because we did an experiment for error analysis where we dropped the mass from an 

unknown length and calculated the length from the equation. We got a 0.2% error and the uncertainty 

was 31% from regression analysis. The main source of error may have been the fact that sometimes the 

cord got caught on the hook and a way to mitigate that would be to watch the cord very closely as the 

mass falls to see if it does get caught and if so, we would repeat the trial. Overall, the most important 

outcome is that the length of the cord is positively correlated to the amount of force experienced and 

that the force is equal to or less than 3mg when the length of the cord is equal to or less than 2 metres 

for a 170g mass. Our cord is over two metres long, so we must be careful when we design the final 

experiment the next lab to make sure we have a length that is shorter than that because we don’t want 

to damage our egg.  

Diagram: 

Figure 1- This shows the set up with the initial 

length of the spring which we varied. The 

force sensor is what calculates the force and 

what we took the data from. 

Figure 2- We brought the hanging mass all the 

way to the top just like we would in the 

bungee experiment. It would fall from this 

height and we would get the falling force. 

Figure 3- After it reaches the end of its path 

and comes back up, we stop and check the measured force. We only care about the maximum force 

which occurs when it hits the maximum stretched length. We use that force for our graphs and 

calculations.  
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Data: 

Figure 4- this table shows all the data we collected for the lab. 

We measured the force 3 times and found the average and the 

standard deviation for each length. This is significant because it 

shows that length only slightly affects the average force.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- Average force, N vs length, 

m. The graph shows the relationship 

between the average force and the 

length. It is linear, and the slope is 

very low (0.57) and its uncertainty is 

31% as seen in regression analysis. 

Also, because it is linear, it does not 

have to be linearized.  

 

 

Experimental value of interest: It is how much force is applied to the falling object at a certain length 

when the mass is constant (170g). It is of interest because we want to know if our egg will have a total 

force over 3mg’s because then it would fail. We get it by graphing the data we got for force versus the 

lengths we had and then we get an equation. The slope would be the relationship between force and 

length (they are directly proportional). The uncertainty comes from regression analysis on excel.  

It is 𝐹 = 0.57𝑙 + 3.8 and it has 31% uncertainty.  

Quantitative analysis:  

We made an experiment to test the acceptability of the equation. We tied the bungee cord at an 

unknown length and then dropped the mass to get a force reading. The average force was 3.986 and we 

solved for length from the equation and we calculated a length of 31.06 cm. When we measured the 

length was 31.0 cm. The percent error is 0.2% which agrees with the experiment uncertainty. 

LENGTH, M 
(±0.02M) 

AVG FORCE 
(F), N 

STDEV, 
N 

0.079 3.95 0.03 
0.144 4.04 0.04 
0.157 3.97 0.04 
0.197 3.97 0.03 

0.27 3.90 0.03 
0.34 3.79 0.02 

0.388 3.95 0.02 

AVE F, N 3.94  
STDEV F, N 0.08  

F = 0.57l + 3.8
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